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CORPORATE PHILOSOPHY

When we sat down to analyze what makes Cowboy Bebop so unique, from its super-fluid fight scenes to its insane grabbag of a soundtrack, we kept running into the same question. With the kaleidoscope of references, philosophies,
narratives, and forms, is it impossible to pull on just one thread to figure out the philosophy of the Cowboy Bebop
genre?
Then, a background appeared in the opening movement around the beginning of session two. It reads, ‘…been in 2071,
in the universe the bounty hunters who are gathering in a spaceship “BEBOP,” will play freely, without fear of risky
things. They must create new dreams ... BY BREAKING TRADITIONAL STYLES. The work, which becomes a new genre, will
be called Cowboy Bebop.” (Direct translation from the original Japanese)
Those last two sentences about breaking traditional styles and creating a new genre gave us pause. Cowboy Bebop isn’t
just about its great characters and deep thoughts. It’s about blurring the lines between genres, and in the case of
Cowboy Bebop, these genres include Syfy, Western, and Noir, and we found that interesting.
Ray Bradbury tells us, “Science fiction is the fiction of revolutions. Revolutions in time, technology, space, medicine,
travel, and thought, above all, science fiction is the fiction of warm-blooded human men and women, sometimes
elevated and sometimes crushed by their machines.”
To us, that meant people are at the heart of any good sci-fi story (or Crypto/Blockchain venture), of which machines
(technology) are only a part. Bradberry’s words go a long way for me to explain why we continually see
Crypto/Blockchain venture offerings that are surprisingly heavy on technology and exceed difficulty in addressing broad
useability.
Agreed, technology is critical to Crypto/Blockchain ventures. There is an argument that can be made that technology is
what got us to this point in the revolution. Yes, the better design of this technology will provide a better user experience
in the times ahead. However, the “user experience” focused on by other Crypto/Blockchain ventures remains limited to
a specific type of user.
The user we refer to here is the Crypto/Blockchain tech-savvy, unintimidated, and comfortable user in the
Crypto/Blockchain space. Crypto/Blockchain ventures almost exclusively offer functional and operational designs that
inadvertently lock out non-tech-savvy customers. The “user experience” will have to adjust its focus before any
significant global adoption of Crypto/Blockchain dApps become a reality.
I believe this discrimination is unintentional. However, the reality is quite simple. Current Crypto/Blockchain technology
fails to address the vast, non-tech-savvy user participants. A demographic equating to an astounding 97% of the current
potential user base. Woolong Corp will bring into the Crypto/Blockchain experience form and function of an ecosystem
acceptable to the 3% of Crypto/Blockchain tech-savvy users but focus on its user experience assimilating the 97% of
interested users left out in the cold.
Effecting change in the current user experiences facilitates the next stage in Crypto/Blockchain evolution and adoption.
And what better collateral to start with than a brand recognized by millions of people, WOOLONG?
Welcome,
David Webb,
Founder
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SYNOPSYS

The Woolong Corp Ecosystem was created in part to address the disconnect between Crypto/Blockchain Platforms and
their potential broader user base. Committed to challenging the "traditional style" of the current cryptocurrency user
experience, identical to principles portrayed in the Cowboy Bebop genre, where technology is simply the tool, Woolong
Corporation focuses on blurring the lines between a select demographic of tech-savvy users and a significantly broader
user base, consisting of everyone that wants to engage in the Crypto/Blockchain revolution.
Simplifying the user interface to accommodate the general user experience is core to the Woolong Ecosystem. Changes
that address lengthy sign-up procedures, bottlenecked Know Your Client (KYC) authentication protocols, confusing
transaction delays, variable transaction costs, fluctuating devaluation and poor usability or adoption of tokens, and
unfamiliar security and data privacy issues are at the heart of the Woolong Ecosystem.

SYSTEM USABILITY

The complexity of enrolling or verifying one's identity at an initial point of entry to Crypto/Blockchain Platforms,
interacting with tokens, and using discriminating systems is one of the leading reasons potential Crypto/Blockchain
users are yet to adopt the technology. We believe this discrimination is unintentional as Crypto/Blockchain Platform
operational design inadvertently locks out non-tech-savvy users. Leaving only tech-savvy people to access services
without experiencing overwhelming confusion and interest-crushing anxiety. Therefore, system usability and
accessibility are critical factors when it comes to adaptability. People assimilate technologies that are easy to use and
readily accessible.
Woolong Corp's principal solution grants users’ access to all Crypto/Blockchain Platform resources from a single, webbased console. Streamlining the user registration/verification/sign-in procedure dramatically reduces the stresses of
multi-site solutions. Users can access a Crypto/Blockchain Academy, Woolong Token, Digital Trading Platform, NFT
Marketplace, Community Forum, and Anime-Centric Clothing and Accessories through retail online sales, from a single
website.
In short, Woolong Corp's goal is to increase global awareness and adoption through system usability and become a
central medium for all Crypto/Blockchain users. We will accomplish this through Education and service accessible to
everyone, regardless of technical literacy.

Simplified User Interfaces

Users interact with Crypto/Blockchain platforms through a computer interface like the familiar Windows or Macintosh
operating systems. The user experience depends on several competing processes. Crowded or slow interfaces may
discourage users from using valuable platforms, and interfaces that require users to go through lengthy processes to
complete tasks may also dissuade users. Woolong Corp attracts users by providing instruction and guidance in all areas
of the Crypto/Blockchain Ecosystem. Simple interfaces are available to complete tasks with a minimum amount of
effort, accommodating all users, experts, and amateurs alike.

Centralized Customer Support

Even though Crypto/Blockchain platforms have been around for more than ten years, it is still a recent technology that
many people do not understand. Before registering with a Crypto/Blockchain provider like Woolong Corp, buying digital
currencies or completing vital processes, users may need to seek expert advice. In addition to Woolong Academy and
the long-term goal to provide various levels of Education in Crypto/Blockchain, the use of the Woolong Community
Forum customer support section, allows users to send queries and get the necessary help, which enhances the
platform's usability.
The Woolong Community Forum, acts as a meeting place for like-minded individuals and a central forum for all Tech
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Support and Customer Support contact. The community offers several channels to provide "LIVE PERSON HELP" access
points. Phone, Email, Chat, and Social Media interactions are available to the user 24/7/365.

Website Functionality

Woolong Corp Ecosystem is a modern Crypto/Blockchain venture designed for all users. The website is simple enough to
be used by average computer users and provides vital services to satisfy even the seasoned tech-savvy user. Both
smartphones and computers can access Woolongs.com. In addition, Woolong is launching smartphone applications to
enhance this accessibility and the overall ease of use in the future.

KYC & AML Compliance

Compliance with local and international regulations regarding Know Your Client and Anti-Money Laundering regulations
is the primary bottleneck that affects Crypto/Blockchain ventures. It would be difficult to note any industry that faces
more scrutiny and the potential for increasing regulations. Anticipating the upcoming regulatory compliance changes,
Woolong Corp was one of the first Crypto/Blockchain Platforms to register with the Financial Transactions and Reports
Analysis Centre of Canada (FINTRAC), Canada's single authority in regulating digital currencies.
In today's Crypto/Blockchain industry, users must comply with identification and verification procedures at every
engagement stage. It's no surprise that vendors are reluctant to deal with anyone who has not completed a proper
verification procedure, as the penalties can be severe both financially and personally to the non-compliant vendor. If a
user wants to a) engage in cryptocurrency trading, they must register and provide proof of their identity and address, b)
play an online multiplayer game, they must register and provide proof of age and identity, c) post to a community
forum, they must prove proof of their age and provide some form of identification as a hindrance to unwelcome conduct
within the forum, and d) create, buy or sell NFTs, the user must provide proof of identification and if funds exchange
hands the requirements for authentication increase dramatically. It’s no wonder why some Vendors limit transactions to
deter bad actors from engaging in nefarious activities. A critical component in the fight against financial crime? Yes.
Nevertheless, these limits significantly reduce revenue from law-abiding users.
Woolong Corp has developed a compliant solution as an enthusiastic adopter of reporting and identification standards
required by FINTRAC. A central registration/verification/sign-in solution allows users to complete just a single procedure.
This procedure uses the latest document authentication technology, and once completed, the user is free to interact
with the ENTIRE Woolong Ecosystem. One registration, providing multiple sites and services access.

USER ASSIMILATION

A primary goal is to engage the non-tech-savvy user successfully. This engagement on a multi-platform ecosystem scale
has not been fully provided in today’s Crypto/Blockchain space. Addressing the inexperienced users' INCREASED
ANXIETY when engaging in unfamiliar Crypto/Blockchain Solutions through Education and a User-Friendly online
experience is a formidable task. A task Woolong Corp is focused on addressing.
Research conducted by the founders of Woolong Corp before developing the Ecosystem discovered barriers and
challenges facing non-tech-savvy participants. This research revealed that virtually all areas of the Crypto/Blockchain
ecosystem are susceptible to challenges limiting their usability, adaptability, and reach, and therefore growth, of
standalone Crypto/Blockchain offerings. These challenges offered insight into critical solutions to establishing
dominance in Crypto/Blockchain Ecosystem by platforms using education, awareness, and adoption practices while
engaging their participants.

Addressing Key Solutions

Key issues that are at the head of the list for non-tech-savvy users are addressed to facilitate the reduction of user
anxiety. With this crucial solution comes an opportunity to be a leader in the Crypto/Blockchain Education
establishment.
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Participant Education
Decentralization, Transparency, and Immutability are the three main pillars of Crypto/Blockchain technology. User
education in these three areas is vital for mass adoption. The opportunity remains to take advantage of this process.
Incorporated into the Woolong Ecosystem is an educational element. The saying goes, “the hand that rocks the cradle
rules the world,” Woolong Corp ecosystem is positioned to educate all participants from initial contact through the
entire life span of the relationship. Woolong Corp achieves this by enforcing the 10 main reasons why Individuals should
commit to a Crypto/Blockchain lifestyle.
Excellent Career Opportunities
Crypto/Blockchain has gained a lot of popularity in global markets, and this has led to ever-increasing job opportunities
for trained Crypto/Blockchain professionals. Once certified as a Crypto/Blockchain professional, you can get a job as a
Crypto/Blockchain developer or consultant, cryptocurrency analyst, Crypto/Blockchain solution architect, senior
software engineer (cryptocurrency), research analyst, etc. The job scope is vast.
Good Income Potential
The pay scale available after completing one of the top Crypto/Blockchain certifications is great. As per employee, a
Crypto/Blockchain developer’s salary is a whopping $150,000 to $175,000 yearly. A considerable number of high-profile
companies are hiring Crypto/Blockchain professionals due to the exponential growth of this technology.
Breakthrough in Various Industries
Crypto/Blockchain, in recent times, has gained the credibility of being a very reliable source for storing data related to
various types of transactions. Due to this functionality, many industries have started using this technology. Big names
like Maersk and Walmart have deployed Crypto/Blockchain applications to their system. Sectors like aviation, real
estate, computing, retailing, etc., have also initiated the process of integrating Crypto/Blockchain into their existing
technology.
Easy Integration
Due to its universal infrastructure, it is a flexible application that easily integrates with old and new technologies. Thus,
various domains, like voting, supply chain management, commodity trading, etc., have integrated Crypto/Blockchain
into their existing framework.
Disruptive Technology
Crypto/Blockchain has disrupted the established processes and chains with its three pillars: decentralization,
transparency, and immutability. It has disrupted bank systems and has revolutionized various other industries like
education, agriculture, healthcare, fintech, etc.
Digital Identity
Nowadays, almost everything has become digital. The pandemic has pushed every industry to set up a digital footprint.
Digital banking and transaction services have come to the forefront of this scenario. However, this digital revolution has
also paved the way for hackers and cybercriminals to infiltrate the system and commit various frauds.
Crypto/Blockchain has a strict cryptographic system that negates all possibilities of a cyberattack. Every individual has
only one online identity through which all the transactions are carried out.
Secured Data
As we have already explained the system that Crypto/Blockchain uses, it is not surprising that all the data stored is
entirely safe. The decentralized and distributed record system ensures that encrypted methods pass the information to
the rightful owner. This makes the data accessible only to the person who controls the network.
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Usage in the Government
Crypto/Blockchain is a transparent technology wherein anyone can access the data without them being able to tamper
with it. Introducing this technology to a government’s systems can lead to transparency and legitimacy. Dubai is the first
government to integrate Crypto/Blockchain in its official operations successfully. It now wholly works on
Crypto/Blockchain technology.
Smarter Investments
Crypto/Blockchain uses cryptocurrencies, so understanding its concepts will enable you to invest and trade smartly. This
is one of the main reasons to learn Crypto/Blockchain. You can make use of this technology to invest and trade.
The Inflection Point of an Era
With Crypto/Blockchain gaining widespread acknowledgment in the financial sector, it is a widely accepted technology.
This will open the floodgates of job opportunities. There cannot be a better time to ask yourself why you should learn
Crypto/Blockchain.

Security, Privacy, and Trust

The Internet has already reshaped and transformed our lives in many ways, ranging from how we communicate with
people or manage our health to how we drive our cars and homes. With the rapid development of the
Crypto/Blockchain ecosystem in a wide range of applications comes confusion and anxiety on the part of the new user.
Developing and Deployment of such a platform raises concerns about the security and privacy of data and devices since
their ownership is hard to trace and manage without a central trusted authority. A central trusted authority is not a
viable solution for a fully decentralized and distributed IoT ecosystem with many distributed device vendors and
consumers. Crypto/Blockchain, as a decentralized system, removes the requirement for a trusted third party by allowing
participants to verify data correctness and ensure its immutability. The challenge is to convey these facts to a suspecting
audience of non-tech-savvy users.
This is where Woolong Academy is most effective. Providing trusted knowledge from experienced users in an
environment conducive to learning is the most ideal path to reshaping the new user thought processes regarding
Crypto/Blockchain useability.

Adoption and Awareness
Adoption
A slow adoption rate is a repercussion of a myriad of issues. These issues can include poor marketing techniques, lack of
shared values, poor usability, difficulty registering on the platform, or users perceiving the ecosystem as useless.
Woolong Corp. can enhance its adoption rate through aggressive marketing such as airdrops, participating in community
welfare programs, and improving the ease of using the coin.
Woolong Corp identifies with fans of at least three Sci-Fi animated series and is at once recognizable. These television
series use Woolong exclusively as a means of payment and represent digital currency as an alternative payment solution
experience. Additionally, with the brand awareness inherent to Woolong, the success of the NFT Marketplace, Digital
Exchange, Token, and Clothing & Accessories operations, requires the executions of leveraging the current brand
recognition to increase revenue and the Woolong Brand adoption rate.
Awareness Through Social Media Management
To familiarize Woolong with its fan-based community of users, Woolong Corp will organize social media engagements
designed to foster interest in the Woolong Ecosystem. Through such engagements, Woolong will prove itself as a
valuable resource to its community, attracting more users. Also, with more than two million Cowboy Bebop, Space
Dandy, and Carole & Tuesday fans, Woolong has the advantage of growing its popularity faster than other
Crypto/Blockchain platforms
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Real World Value in Noble Causes
Pursuing a noble cause in the community is another strategy Crypto/Blockchain platforms can employ to gain real-world
value. For example, a digital currency can commit itself to help solve a global problem such as food security. A digital
currency that commits to solving such a problem can develop a wallet for funding the initiative. This wallet can be
designed in such a way that it collects a certain percentage of the ecosystem’s proceeds. For example, a percentage of
transaction fees could be transferred to the wallet for every transaction. Besides collecting a part of the proceeds, the
wallet can collect direct donations from well-wishers.

Reducing Environmental Impact

Though Crypto/Blockchain applications and their native Crypto/Blockchain platforms promise countless benefits to
humanity, environmentalists are concerned that this technology has negatively affected the environment. For example,
according to a survey by Cambridge University, Bitcoin, the dominant Crypto/Blockchain platform, has a carbon
footprint of 34.76 megatons of CO2, equal to that of Demark. The study also found that the same digital currency
consumed 0.4 percent of global electricity consumption, equivalent to 0.36 percent of electricity produced globally.
Considering these figures, 0.36 percent of global electricity can power all-electric kettles in the UK for 29 years. If Bitcoin
were a country, it would rank 40th in power consumption, above countries like the Czech Republic and Columbia. Bitcoin
consumes lots of energy because it relies on a proof of work (PoW) algorithm, wherein “mining protocols” are needed to
complete transactions.
Woolong Corp was developed to address pertinent challenges facing conventional Crypto/Blockchain environmental
impact. Specifically, none of the functions in the Woolong ecosystem require mining functions, which decreases
emissions by 90%, compared to Bitcoin. Additional carbon-neutral investments will be made to further our commitment
to the environment and the future of our species.

ELEMENTS OF THE WOOLONG ECOSYSTEM
Ecosystem HUB

(https://woolongs.com)
The central point of entry for the Woolong Corp Ecosystem. Users are directed here to centralizing the Ecosystem
content and completing the registration/verification and sign-in processes.

Token

(https://token.woolongs.com)
Woolong Corp draws inspiration from three television Sci-Fi animated series: Cowboy Bebop, Space Dandy, and Carol &
Tuesday. In each of these shows, Woolong is the single method of payment. Woolong Token is a BEP-20 (Binance Smart
Contract Symbol: WLNG, Contract Address: 0xa49D72c0E11C7E7F1Cf32B1eB0C9d3464A0a529a) digital currency based
on the Binance Smart Chain network. It aims to be available across multiple platforms. It offers a unique user
experience, an immutable Crypto/Blockchain, exceptional transaction speeds, reduced transaction costs,
environmentally sustainable, socially beneficial, highly usable, private, and on a secure network. To achieve this,
Woolong uses a mix of innovative technologies and techniques backed up by the best security practices in the
Crypto/Blockchain industry.
Native Currency
Within the Woolong Crypto Exchange, Woolong Academy, Woolong Community Hub, Woolong NFT Marketplace,
Woolong Token platform, and the Clothing and Accessories Store, the Woolong Token is promoted and can provide
enhanced functionality. In addition, Woolong tokens significantly reduce fees when operating in the Woolong
Ecosystem. With the proper technical expertise within the Woolong Ecosystem, the Woolong Token can be
implemented as the Woolong Corp native currency. Although several digital currencies (BTC, LTC, SOL, BUSD, etc..) are
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made available to users when conducting transactions within our Ecosystem, participants will be encouraged to use
Woolong Tokens as their preferred medium of commerce.
Currency Distribution
Ten million Woolong tokens were originally minted at the creation of Woolong Corp. To address the expansion into
several different Crypto/Blockchain protocols, expanding our geographical adoption, and adding users from the Space
Dandy and Carol & Tuesday anime fan base, an additional 90,000,000 Woolong were minted on December 28, 2021.
There are currently 2.8 million Woolong in circulation, and 97.2 million Woolong in treasury.

Academy

(https://learn.woolongs.com)
This new division of the Woolong Ecosystem is in development and requires funding and experienced personnel to
provide the services described. As one of the critical initiatives in the Woolong Crypto/Blockchain Assimilation concept,
this division provides Crypto/Blockchain education to all users.
Non-Tech-Savvy User Education
The Woolong Ecosystem's is designed to engage and educate with new and non-tech-savvy users. Crypto/Blockchain is
one of the most evolutionarily technical innovations in the 21st century. Although it is commonly associated with the
payment system Bitcoin as a digital currency, more than seven hundred applications have used the Crypto/Blockchain
operating system. It is, however, surprisingly accessible for a beginner to learn about this technology. Once the basic
concepts of the Crypto/Blockchain are explained to the non-tech-savvy users, they understand why the
Crypto/Blockchain industry has gained so much admiration worldwide. The step to adoption of this technology, by these
users, is simply a matter of presenting the now educated user, an experience in a simple and nonthreatening manner.
Academic Studies
The Woolong Academy Graduate Program seeks to fill an important gap between the supply of and demand for
academic knowledge in the areas of Cryptocurrencies and Crypto/Blockchain technology. More specifically, while the
interest in Crypto/Blockchain has skyrocketed in the past few years, academic institutions have been slow to implement
academic programs that cover the need for educating specialists in the area, addressing it in its entirety (technical and
financial aspects alike). An increasing number of finances, banking, computing, supply chain, SaaS, AI, and IoT businesses
are discovering the benefits of this technology. This new potential and the new risks it may involve have to be carefully
evaluated by expert lenses, not just in one field, but through the interface of many expert tangents. Challenges abound
in this increasingly competitive and interconnected environment, and there are no easy solutions. The more spherical
the education, the more responsible business decisions can be made, and the best vectors to maximize the advantages
of using this technology can be achieved.

Community

(https://community.woolongs.com)
Careful consideration was used to determine if creating a separate Community for Woolong was required to service our
base. The alternative was to piggyback on the familiar social media platforms. The decision was made to create the
community forum to complement our concept of one Ecosystem for everything Woolong. The opportunity to centralize
Level 1 tech support on the forum also provides a controlled environment when engaging with users. The Woolong
Community Hub is live but not exceptionally inactive. Membership will increase once the entire Woolong Ecosystem is
live, and marketing commences.
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Clothing & Accessories

(https://store.woolongs.com)
Fans support Anime within the
Crypto/Blockchain environment
when purchasing Woolong Corpbranded clothing and accessories.
Several urban-styled tee's, jackets,
pants, and everyday accessories are
available for men, women, and
children. The manufacturers of the
clothing lines work on a "make-toorder" inventory style. Buyers can
order, pay for (at a reasonable
price), and receive clothing and
accessories quickly. The integration
of Woolong NFTs provides artwork
for in-house creations, and artists
globally provide the bulk of the
content.
Clothing and Accessories are
manufactured under contract and
provided by the following suppliers:
ArtsAdd, Awkward Styles, Big Oven
Tees – Canada, Casestry, Deco
Slides, Dimona Tee, Drive
Fulfillment, Duplium, Eco Print
Partner, Ideju Druk, Imagine Your
Photos, Ink Bot, Invitation, M-A-N-A
Factory, M.i.A Merchandise, MWW
On Demand, Miami Sublimation,
Monster Digital, MyLocker, Pic the
Gift, Prima Printing, Print Clever,
Print Geek, Print Logistics, SPOKE
Custome Products, Sensaria,
Skirt_King, Smart Printer,
Subliminator, SunFrog Solutions,
SwiftPAD, =Textildruck Europa, The
Dream Junction, The Print Bar,
Underground Threads, Visual Ink,
WOYC, and X-Print.
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NFT Market

(https://NFTMarket.woolongs.com )

NFTs can be described as anything digital, like drawings, virtual land, music, concert tickets, collectibles, or even a tweet
by Jack Dorsey (which, by the way, his first sold for USD 2.6 million as an NFT) or physical, like a house or work of art.
Some people see NFTs as the future of fine art collecting. The purchaser hopes the value of the NFT will go up, so they
can eventually sell for a profit. Companies with prominent brand recognition are best suited to capitalize on this NFT
segment. Woolong Corporation has committed resources to create and engage NFT participants, particularly within, but
not limited to, the Anime space. Providing participants with exclusive membership to select groups, like the wildly
successful Bored Ape NFT ecosystem. Board Ape members have access to an exclusive membership called the "Yacht
Club" – a private discord server where owners can hang out and interact. Yacht Club members are granted privileges
such as access to "The Bathroom," a collaborative graffiti board. Eventually, they will be allowed to claim thousands of
Ape Coins upon release.
This platform allows users to Buy, Sell, Resell, and Trade, either directly or via an auction process, their creations on a
global scale. In addition, once technically updated, users could import NFT "Cards" from other successful marketplaces
like OpenSea. Auction bids or purchases for NFTs sold on OpenSea and initiated on Woolong NFT Market will reflect on
OpenSea as an affiliate marketplace purchase.
Woolong NFT Market focuses on the animation industry. Initially, the Market offers participants artwork and renditions
created by fans of the Cowboy Bebop, Space Dandy and Carol & Tuesday animated series. Several other collection
categories for other Animated Series have been created for their participants. The Market will grow and feature
exclusive membership elements, and all forms of digital artworks, and collectibles.
Live September 20, 2022. The Woolong NFT marketplace currently has artists that have submitted their artwork and
minted NFTs. The site requires promotion to enhance other artists and buyers to engage with the platform.
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Crypto Exchange

(https://exchange.woolongs.com)
The Exchange is not activated as it
requires funding for its operational
expenses and, most importantly,
management familiar with the
protocols of an Online Trading
Platform to operate in its existing
form. The Exchange would be fully
functional with funding and two
days of security penetration drills.
The Woolong Token is fully
integrated into the Exchange
platform and is traded against the
USDT as a currency pair.
The Woolong Crypto Exchange, when activated, allows users to buy, sell, and trade digital currencies in a convenient and
easy-to-use environment. The Exchange offers 22 Cryptocurrency pairings, operates digital currencies trading on several
Crypto/Blockchains, and entices adoption through reduced fees and service costs associated with other exchanges
suffering on higher gas fee platforms. Additional pairs can be added to increase our user adoption base. Woolong
Tokens are trading for USDT and vice-versa on the Woolong Crypto Exchange.

Meta Play to Earn Game

Currently, in its “idea stage,” this division requires additional funding to complete. The Woolong Meta Play to Earn Game
allows participants to earn or purchase different identities, clothing, badges, weapons, and additional game levels while
searching for Wanted Individuals. The Bounty Hunters receive Woolong Tokens as payment for their "Locate and
Capture" of their "Warrants." The Game provides excellent entertainment and can be played by users of all ages and
with varied technical expertise. The Bounty Hunter's Philosophy is "The Warrant is All." Users also battle for other
Bounty Hunters' Woolong Tokens, which they can trade Woolong Tokens for alternative skills, weapons, clues etc., if
they are clever enough. Participants will also be able to join teams and conduct joint operations through Warrants or
Challenges. The premise behind this Game is to emulate the Bounty Hunter tradition seen in Cowboy Bebop and is an
excellent avenue for brand adoption and awareness.
Industry Overview
In 2021, there were 3 billion gamers worldwide, and the industry generated hundreds of billions of dollars in revenue. A
big enough industry that some countries are labelling video gaming as addiction and big enough that governments are
even limiting video gaming for teenagers. In short, video games are a thriving industry.
Even though the industry is experiencing a bullish period, plenty of video game growth seems to be on the horizon.
Various factors are driving this growth, but a large part is due to the rise of NFTs, Crypto/Blockchain technology, and
perhaps most importantly, the play-to-earn gaming model.
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What is Play-to-Earn Gaming?

The concept behind play-to-earn games is simple: players collect cryptocurrencies or NFTs produced in the
Crypto/Blockchain-based Game. Next, players generate income by selling in-game NFTs or earning cryptocurrency
rewards, which can be exchanged for fiat cash.
Another feature of play-to-earn games centers around the idea that the more
users participate, the more chances they must earn assets and increase the
value of the assets they've already collected. As more players join and
develop the in-game Marketplace, the Game's value increases for the
community and developers. Earning tokens and generating revenue involves
skill and strategy as well. It should go without saying that the more talented
users will acquire more assets than players with less skill. Regardless of skill
level, players worldwide join in on the decentralized gaming action.

Payment Processing Platform

The bespoke software has been developed by Woolong Corp programmers and is available, although not currently
active and requires attention and integration into the Woolong Corp Ecosystem and Web3 environment.

Token Platform

(https://token.woolongs.com/public/)
The bespoke software has been developed and is available, although not currently active and requires attention and
integration into the Woolong Corp Ecosystem and Web3 environment. To date, services integrated into the platform
include Token Sale Facilitation, Roadmap, Online Application, Team Information, FAQ, KYC, AML Compliance and Token
Staking functions.
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BRAND RECOGNITION

According to https://myanimelist.net/anime/, March 16, 2022, there is a global, mainly North America, fan community
of over 2 million in the three most notable anime series featuring the Woolong as the form of physical and digital
currency: Cowboy Bebop (1998, 1,570,635 members), Space Dandy (2014, 310,734 members), and Carol & Tuesday
(2019, 284,733 members). We believe there are other fans globally. The depth of this community is reflected in
response to the recent live-action Netflix series Cowboy Bebop. The series was cancelled after ten episodes, called
"sessions," but Brand awareness and recognition remain strong, and new projects are in development.

COPYRIGHTS AND TRADEMARKS

Woolong Corporation holds a copyright to the Woolong logo (token image - front and back, see header)) and the
registered trademarks in Canada and the United States for the token logo () and word (WOOLONG) as a digital
currency. Additional international trademark registrations are pending.

CROSS-CHAIN TRADEABLE TOKENS

Woolong Corporation created Woolong ($WLNG) token on the BEP-20 Binance Smart Contract platform and "sister"
assets with identical branding on the Polygon, Avalanche, Ethereum and Fantom Crypto/Blockchains. Research is
ongoing to "wrap" Woolong within these various assets and to take advantage of new "bridge" technology in which
sister tokens on several Crypto/Blockchain platforms will allow cross-chain transactions, creating additional revenue
streams, increasing brand useability, and expanding awareness.

DEVALUATION RESISTENT

Though Crypto/Blockchain value is growing, Woolong Corp is keenly aligned to avert any risk of ecosystem devaluation
due to user misadventure, confusion, or frustration in the user experience. Devaluation is when a Crypto/Blockchain
developer starts to lose its value. Even though most Crypto/Blockchain platforms are currently gaining value, experts
predict that most of these may lose some value in the future. Devaluation results from several factors, including
uneducated administrative decisions, poor Social Media Management, and the lack of follow-through on published
Tokenomics. Each of these is resolved by effective Executive Management planning, a broad spectrum of Board
Members and Advisors familiar with the industry, and solid tokenomics planning. All should be in place before formally
launching the Woolong Crypto/Blockchain Ecosystem.
Entering the Crypto/Blockchain ecosystem arena with limited resources, a lack of planning and the requisite talent to
execute the decisions of a competent Board of Directors is unacceptable. With this ideal in mind, it provides the fuel for
the Woolong Corp long game.

CONCLUSION

Woolong Corp Ecosystem and its native Token, Woolong (Trade Symbol: WLNG BEP-20 Token Address:
0xa49D72c0E11C7E7F1Cf32B1eB0C9d3464A0a529a), will grow and become a standard in Crypto/Blockchain interaction
in all areas of the Crypto/Blockchain revolution.
Given the proper attention, adoption, and real-life value propositions, Woolong Corp's potential will rise to global
heights, spanning generations, and provide the level of fair value and user experience not currently seen in the global
economy.
Recent insights from research firms show that many people are more than willing to assimilate Crypto/Blockchain
applications and platforms because they democratize the financial system and enhance the ease of remitting payments
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locally and globally. However, barriers to non-tech-savvy users exist. For Woolong Corp to achieve sustainable growth
and become successful as an industry leader, we address the issues barring the digital revolutions proliferation.
Woolong Corp. founders have addressed these issues by developing Crypto/Blockchain solutions with a native digital
currency based on the currency used in several animated series.
Woolong Corp is an ultramodern Crypto/Blockchain development entity designed with the technologies to ensure that
transactions within its Ecosystem are fast, affordable, secure, and available to all users with only basic computer skills.
Woolong Corp is committed to challenging the "traditional style" of user interaction within the Crypto/Blockchain
space. Identical to principles portrayed in the Cowboy Bebop genre, where technology is simply the tool, Woolong Corp
focuses on blurring the lines between a select demographic of tech-savvy users and a significantly broader user base. A
base consists of everyone wanting to engage in the Crypto/Blockchain revolution regardless of technological expertise.
NOTES:
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DISCLAIMERS

Present tense
Present tense indications are used to underline the potential of the Woolong Corp Ecosystem. When using present tense words - provides, allows, facilitates, etc,the intent of the writer is to show the planned functionality of the Woolong Corp Ecosystem. The development of this Ecosystem is fluid and therefore many of the
services outlined in this whitepaper are functional and available, some are in development, and some are in the idea stage.
Restricted Jurisdictions
WOOLONG Corp or Woolong Tokens are not currently available in the United States, or other restricted Jurisdictions.
Licenses and approvals are not assured in all jurisdictions
Woolong Corp (“Woolong Corp”) intends to operate in full compliance with applicable laws and regulations. Regulatory licenses and/or approvals are likely to be
required in some relevant jurisdictions in which relevant activities may take place. As a result, there can be no guarantee regarding the development and
introduction of any of the initiatives referenced herein. Woolong Corp makes no representation, warranty, or assurance, that it will obtain any such licenses or
approvals within a particular timeframe or at all. As such, the initiatives described herein may not be available in certain jurisdictions, or at all. This could require
restructuring of these initiatives and/or its unavailability in all or certain respects.

Not a sale of security, commodities, or swap
This whitepaper does not constitute an offer to buy any security, investment products, regulated products, or financial instruments in any jurisdiction.
WOOLONG tokens are not securities, commodities, swaps on either securities or commodities, or a financial instrument of any kind. Ownership of WOOLONG
tokens does not entitle token holders to any rights in Woolong Corp or any of its affiliates, including, but not limited to, any equity, shares, units, royalties to
capital, profit, returns or income in Woolong Corp or any other company or intellectual property associated with Woolong Corp.
No advice
Nothing contained herein shall be considered investment advice, financial advice, trading advice or a recommendation by Woolong Corp, its affiliates, or its
respective officers, directors, managers, employees, agents, advisors, or consultants on the merits of purchasing WOOLONG tokens, nor should you rely upon it in
connection with any other contract or purchasing decision. Woolong Corp is not a financial adviser. You should consider seeking independent legal, financial,
taxation or other advice before making any decisions regarding the merits of purchasing WOOLONG tokens.
No representations
No representations or warranties have been made as to the accuracy or completeness of the information, statements, opinions, or matters (express or implied)
arising out of, contained in, or derived from this whitepaper or any omission from this document or of any other written or oral information or opinions
provided now or in the future to any interested party or their advisers. Nothing in this document is or should be relied upon as a promise or representation as
to the future. To the fullest extent possible, all liability for any loss or damages, foreseeable or otherwise, which may arise from any person acting on any
information and opinions contained in this whitepaper, or any information which is made available in connection with any further enquiries, is disclaimed. The
WOOLONG token sale is not available in the U.S. and other Restricted Jurisdictions
Third party data
While the management believes that data and references obtained from third party sources are accurate and reliable, Woolong Corp has not conducted an
independent audit, verification, or analysis by any professional legal, accounting, engineering, or financial advisors. There is no assurance as to the accuracy,
reliability, or completeness of the data.
Third party references and graphics data
References in this whitepaper to specific companies, networks, potential use cases, and/or the use of graphics are for illustrative purposes only. The use of any
company and/or platform names and trademarks does not imply any affiliation with, or recommendation or endorsement of/by, any of those parties. All
references to ‘dollars’, CAD or $’ are references to the Canadian Dollars unless otherwise stated. Further, any graphics with price data and/or references are for
illustrative purposes only and do not include actual pricing information.
Risk statement
Purchasing WOOLONG tokens involves substantial risk and may lead to a total loss of the entire purchasing amount. Prior to purchasing WOOLONG tokens, you
should carefully assess and consider the risks, including those listed in any other documentation. A purchaser should not purchase WOOLONG tokens for
speculative or investment purposes. WOOLONG tokens should only be purchased to be used on the Woolong Corp app and/or the Woolong Corp exchange.
Purchasers should only purchase WOOLONG tokens if they fully understand the nature of the WOOLONG tokens and accept the risks inherent to the WOOLONG
tokens.
Please note that all transactions involving crypto assets involve substantial risks. You should therefore carefully consider whether purchasing or using WOOLONG
tokens is suitable for you considering your financial condition. The price or value of a digital asset can change rapidly, decrease, and potentially even fall to zero.
Past performance is not an indicator of future performance. Woolong Corp is not responsible for any loss of your digital asset, including, but not limited to, any
losses resulting from theft, loss, or mishandling of private keys outside our control. Crypto assets may be subject to expropriation and/or theft; hackers or other
malicious groups or organizations may attempt to interfere with our system/network in various ways, including malware attacks, denial of service attacks,
consensus-based attacks, Sybil attacks, smurfing, and spoofing which may result in the loss of your crypto assets or the loss of your ability to access or control your
crypto assets. In the event of a hack, malware attack, denial of service attack, consensus-based attack, Sybil attack, smurfing, spoofing, and/or any other type of
expropriation or theft, there is no guarantee that any remedy, refund, compensation and/or restitution will be available for digital asset holders that fall victim to
such an attack. The regulatory status of crypto assets is uncertain in most jurisdictions and Woolong Corp makes no representations or warranties regarding your
jurisdiction’s regulation of crypto assets. Further, regulations of crypto assets are subject to significant uncertainty and can, and likely will, change rapidly in the
future. It is possible that in the future, certain laws, regulations, policies, or rules relating to crypto assets, Crypto/Blockchain technology, or Crypto/Blockchain
applications may be implemented which may directly or indirectly affect or restrict WOOLONG token holders’ right to acquire, own, hold, sell, convert, trade, or use
their tokens. The purchase, sale, or ownership of WOOLONG tokens may result in tax consequences associated with the use or trading of crypto assets. Woolong
Corp is not a tax advisor or accountant and makes no representations regarding the tax implications of purchasing, selling, and/or owning WOOLONG tokens, crypto
assets and related products and services carry significant risks. Potential purchasers should consider all the above and assess the nature of, and their own appetite
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for, relevant risks independently and consult their advisers before making any decisions.
Professional advice
Woolong Corp is not a financial adviser. You should consider seeking independent legal, financial, taxation or other advice before making any decisions Regarding the
merits of purchasing WOOLONG tokens.
Caution regarding forward-looking statements
This whitepaper and all statements within the Woolong Corp ecosystem contain certain forward-looking statements. Any forward-looking statements are based on
the belief of Woolong Corp as well as certain estimates and assumptions. Forward-looking statements, by their nature, are subject to significant risks and
uncertainties, and there is no guarantee that they will come to fruition. Forward-looking statements may involve estimates and assumptions and are subject to risks,
uncertainties and other factors beyond our control and prediction. Accordingly, the actual results or outcomes may differ materially from those expressed in the
forward-looking statements. Bitcoin. com undertakes no obligation to update any forward-looking statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date on
which such statement is made or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events. Nothing contained herein shall be considered investment advice, financial
advice, trading advice or a recommendation by Woolong Corp, its affiliates, or its respective officers, directors, managers, employees, agents, advisors, or
consultants on the merits of purchasing WOOLONG tokens, nor should you rely upon it in connection with any other contract or purchasing decision. Woolong Corp
is not a financial adviser. You should consider seeking independent legal, financial, taxation or other advice before making any decisions regarding the merits of
purchasing WOOLONG tokens.
No representations
No representations or warranties have been made as to the accuracy or completeness of the information, statements, opinions, or matters (express or implied)
arising out of, contained in or derived from this whitepaper or any omission from this document or of any other written or oral information or opinions provided
now or in the future to any interested party or their advisers. Nothing in this document is or should be relied upon as a promise or representation as to the future.
To the fullest extent possible, all liability for any loss or damages, foreseeable or otherwise, which may arise from any person acting on any information and
opinions contained in this whitepaper, or any information which is made available in connection with any further enquiries, is disclaimer.
Thank you for taking the time to review this whitepaper. We sincerely hope that you found it interesting and even a bit enlightening. Please note that we are
always available to answer any questions comments or concerns you may have.

CORP BOARD OF DIRECTORS. ADDITIONAL COMPONENTS ARE INCLUDED WITH THIS WHITEPAPER AND ARE SUBJECT
TO THE DISCLAIMERS ITEMIZED ABOVE.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Balance Sheet

WOOLONG CORP
BALANCE SHEET
As at May 31, 2022
(unaudited)
Canadian Dollars
31-May
2022

31-May
2021

31-May
2020

31-May
2019 (stub period)

ASSETS
Cash

$50,419

$419

$419

$419

Accounts Receivable
PPE

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

Derivative assets

$0

$0

$0

$0

Identified Intangible Assets: *
Woolong Tokens
Brand name and trademarks

$1,400,000
$520,432

$0
$520,432

$0
$520,432

$0
$510,897

Internally developed software

$170,000

$170,000

$0

$0

$2,140,851

$690,851

$520,851

$511,316

$0
$7,261

$0
$7,261

$0
$3,630

$0
$0

$90,757

$90,757

$90,757

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Due to shareholders, deferred

$165,175

$124,175

$116,941

$0

Total Liabilities

$263,193

$222,193

$211,328

$0

$2,077,354
$0

$603,724
$0

$0
$0

$514,946
$0

-$199,697

-$135,067

-$124,202

-$21,431

Total Shareholders loss (deficiency)

$1,877,657

$468,657

-$124,202

$493,515

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS
EQUITY/(DEBT)

$2,140,850

$690,850

$520,850

$511,315

Total Assets
LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable
Accrued Liabilities
Due to Shareholders (Roberta loan)
Derivative liabilities

SHAREHOLDER'S EQUITY (DEFICIENCY)
Common shares and capital in excess of par value
Preferred shares
Retained Earnings / (Loss)

* Identified Intangible Assets are draft based on internal valuations and could be subject to change.
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Income Statement

WOOLONG CORP
INCOME STATEMENT
As at May 31, 2022
(unaudited)

Canadian Dollars

31-May
2022
REVENUE
Woolong Token
Woolong Payment Platform
Woolong Community Forum
Woolong Crypto Exchange
Woolong NFT Marketplace
Woolong Clothing & Accessories
Woolong Meta Play to Earn Game
Woolong U
Total Revenue
EXPENSES
Marketing, Advertising & Promotions
General & Administrative
Salary and Wages
Board member compensation
Trademark costs
Interest on Shareholders Loan
Other operating expenses
Total expenses
Net Income (Loss) before taxes
Taxes
Net Income (Loss) after taxes
Retained Earnings (Deficit)

31-May
2021

31-May
2020

31-May
2019 (stub period)

$4,800
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$4,800

$0

$0

$0

$0
$0
$39,000
$4,000
$0
$3,630
$20,000

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$3,630
$7,234

$0
$0
$0
$0
$9,535
$3,630
$89,607

$0
$0
$0
$0
$10,897
$3,630
$6,903

$66,630

$10,864

$21,430

-$64,630

-$10,864

$102,772
$102,772

$0

$0

-$64,630

-$10,864

-$199,697

-$135,067

$0
$102,772
$124,202

-$21,430
$0
-$21,430
-$21,430
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Board Approved Woolong Corp Cash Flow Forecast
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DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW 'DCF' VALUATION MODELS
Scenario 1 - pessimistic growth rate assumption (50% Risk Premium)
(Based on Board of Directors approved 12-month cash flow forecasts dated May 30 2022)
Valuation date: June 1, 2022.
Purpose:
This model aims to estimate the value of Woolong Corp. using a Discounted Cash Flow method based on cash flow projections, as prepared by management (CEO
David Webb).
This valuation model was prepared by the Company's in-house Finance department and has not been reviewed by any external Business Valuations team.
The DCF model, associated cash flows, and other relevant inputs have not been reviewed or audited.
The Cash Flow Projections/Forecasts used as the basis for the DCF were prepared by management, reviewed by department heads, and voted on and
approved by the Board of Directors.
The in-house Finance department consists of a team of Chartered Accountants, Certified Professional Accountants, Certified Fraud Examiners, and
Chartered Financial Analysts. The latter has a vast knowledge of valuation techniques and over 20 years of experience in auditing, preparing, and reviewing
such materials.
The Board of Directors reviewed the Cash Flow Projections line by line and, as a whole, hold over 75 years of industry experience ranging from areas of
expertise such as Operations, Marketing, Finance Investment Banking, Media and Television, Capital Markets, and International Commerce.
The Company and the Board are considered subject matter experts in cryptocurrency, specifically as it relates to the suite and scope of services offered by
the Company.
Assumptions:
As required, the assumptions used have been documented to compile the expected cash flows and determine initial (unaudited) growth rates, discount
rates, and terminal values.
As the Cash Flow Projections/Forecasts focus on determining the free cash amounts available to the Company, whereas the DCF model is based on the value
of future earnings**, some adjustments have been made to the Board approved ash Flow Projections/Forecasts to determine the Annual Earnings.
*Earnings are considered annual profits after deducting all expenses (adjusted for depreciation and other non-cash expenses).
** Refer to the external accompanying workbook “Board Approved Woolong Corp Cash Flow Forecast”
Valuation date:
Assumed tax rate
WACC*:

01-Jun-22
38%
Base Canadian interest:
Risk premium

3.73%
17%
20.73%

* Weighted Average Cost of Capital 'WACC' is consistent with the Net Present Value 'NPV' rate used in the intangible assets Valuation Models.
Variable Expenses which reflect margins of Revenue/'Cash In' have been pro-rated as a percentage of the Year 1 forecasted total expenses and applied
against the annual Revenues accordingly. Assumed year-over-year growth rates are based on comparable entities in the same sector discounted to reflect a
risk factor relevant to start-ups.
Within the Board approved Cash Flow Projections/Forecasts, growth rates are expected to increase up to 10-30% month over month, updated quarterly.
To account for industry risk, a conservative growth rate is applied as follows (the logic for the 100% year over year 'YoY' growth rate is based on
comparable industry corporations, which as start-ups experience from 100%-1,000% growth.
YoY expected growth:
100%
Risk premium:
50%
Stress scenario 1 - additional 10% risk premium
Applied YoY growth rate*
50%
*Assumed variable expense growth rate applied YoY. Variable expenses grow in line with expected revenue growth rates with the fixed portion remaining
fixed and grossed up by discount factor.
Discounted Cash Flow Valuation (based on Board of Directors approved 12-month cash flow forecasts dated May, 30 2022): In
thousands
F2022
F2023
F2024
F2025
F2026
Terminal Value
Cash In (adjusted)
$ 2,280
$ 3,420
$ 5,130
$ 7,695
$ 11,543
Cash Out (adjusted)
$ 935
$ 1,222
$ 1,597
$ 2,087
$ 2,727
EBIT
$ 1,345
$ 2,198
$ 3,533
$ 5,608
$ 8,815
Taxes
$ 511
$ 835
$ 1,343
$ 2,131
$ 3,350
Forecasted free cash flows
$ 834
$ 1,363
$ 2,191
$ 3,477
$ 5,465
$ 7,065
WACC:
Discount Period
Discount Factor
Discounted Cash Flows
Check
Estimated Enterprise Value

20.73%
1
83%
$ 691

2
69%
$ 935

3
57%
$ 1,245

4
47%
$ 1,637

5
39%
$ 2,131

39%
$ 2,755
$2,755

$ 9,000
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Scenario 2 – base scenario (40% Risk Premium)
(Based on Board of Directors approved 12-month cash flow forecasts dated May 30 2022)
Valuation date: June 1, 2022.
Purpose:
This model aims to estimate the value of Woolong Corp. using a Discounted Cash Flow method based on cash flow projections, as prepared by management (CEO David Webb).
This valuation model was prepared by the Company's in-house Finance department and has not been reviewed by any external Business Valuations team.
The DCF model, associated cash flows, and other relevant inputs have not been reviewed or audited.
The Cash Flow Projections/Forecasts used as the basis for the DCF were prepared by management, reviewed by department heads, and voted on and approved by
the Board of Directors.
The in-house Finance department consists of a team of Chartered Accountants, Certified Professional Accountants, Certified Fraud Examiners, and Chartered Financial
Analysts. The latter has a vast knowledge of valuation techniques and over 20 years of experience in auditing, preparing, and reviewing such materials.
The Board of Directors reviewed the Cash Flow Projections line by line and, as a whole, hold over 75 years of industry experience ranging from areas of expertise such
as Operations, Marketing, Finance Investment Banking, Media and Television, Capital Markets, and International Commerce.
The Company and the Board are considered subject matter experts in cryptocurrency, specifically as it relates to the suite and scope of services offered by the
Company.
Assumptions:
As required, the assumptions used have been documented to compile the expected cash flows and determine initial (unaudited) growth rates, discount rates, and
terminal values.
As the Cash Flow Projections/Forecasts focus on determining the free cash amounts available to the Company, whereas the DCF model is based on the value of future
earnings**, some adjustments have been made to the Board approved ash Flow Projections/Forecasts to determine the Annual Earnings.
*Earnings are considered annual profits after deducting all expenses (adjusted for depreciation and other non-cash expenses).
** Refer to the external accompanying workbook “Board Approved Woolong Corp Cash Flow Forecast”
Valuation date:
Assumed tax rate
WACC*:

01-Jun-22
38%
Base Canadian interest:
Risk premium

3.73%
17%
20.73%

* Weighted Average Cost of Capital 'WACC' is consistent with the Net Present Value 'NPV' rate used in the intangible assets Valuation Models.
Variable Expenses which reflect margins of Revenue/'Cash In' have been pro-rated as a percentage of the Year 1 forecasted total expenses and applied against the
annual Revenues accordingly. Assumed year-over-year growth rates are based on comparable entities in the same sector discounted to reflect a risk factor relevant
to start-ups.
Within the Board approved Cash Flow Projections/Forecasts, growth rates are expected to increase up to 10-30% month over month, updated quarterly. To
account for industry risk, a conservative growth rate is applied as follows (the logic for the 100% year over year 'YoY' growth rate is based on comparable industry
corporations, which as start-ups experience from 100%-1,000% growth.
YoY expected growth: 100%
Risk premium:
Applied YoY growth rate*

100%
40%
50%

Base scenario 2 – no stress testing to Risk Premium

*Assumed variable expense growth rate applied YoY. Variable expenses grow in line with expected revenue growth rates with the fixed portion remaining fixed and
grossed up by discount factor.
Discounted Cash Flow Valuation (based on Board of Directors approved 12-month cash flow forecasts dated May, 30 2022):
In thousands
Cash In (adjusted)
Cash Out (adjusted)
EBIT
Taxes
Forecasted free cash flows

F2022
$ 2,280
$ 935
$ 1,345
$ 511
$ 834

F2023
$ 3,648
$ 1,241
$ 2,407
$ 915
$ 1,492

F2024
$ 5,837
$ 1,647
$ 4,190
$ 1,592
$ 2,598

F2025
$ 9,339
$ 2,186
$ 7,152
$ 2,718
$ 4,435

F2026
$ 14,942
$ 2,902
$ 12,040
$ 4,575
$ 7,465

20,73%
1
83%
$ 691

2
69%
$ 1,024

3
57%
$ 1,476

4
47%
$ 2,087

5
39%
$ 2,910

WACC:
Discount Period
Discount Factor
Discounted Cash Flows
Check
Estimated Enterprise Value

Terminal Value

$10,396

39%
$ 4,053
$ 4,053

$ 12,000
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Scenario 3 - optimistic growth rate assumption (30% Risk Premium)
(Based on Board of Directors approved 12-month cash flow forecasts dated May, 30 2022)
Valuation date: June 1, 2022
Purpose:
This model aims to estimate the value of Woolong Corp. using a Discounted Cash Flow method based on cash flow projections, as prepared by management (CEO David Webb).
This valuation model was prepared by the Company's in-house Finance department and has not been reviewed by any external Business Valuations team.
The DCF model, associated cash flows, and other relevant inputs have not been reviewed or audited.
The Cash Flow Projections/Forecasts used as the basis for the DCF were prepared by management, reviewed by department heads, and voted on and approved by
the Board of Directors.
The in-house Finance department consists of a team of Chartered Accountants, Certified Professional Accountants, Certified Fraud Examiners, and Chartered Financial
Analysts. The latter has a vast knowledge of valuation techniques and over 20 years of experience in auditing, preparing, and reviewing such materials.
The Board of Directors reviewed the Cash Flow Projections line by line and, as a whole, hold over 75 years of industry experience ranging from areas of expertise such
as Operations, Marketing, Finance Investment Banking, Media and Television, Capital Markets, and International Commerce.
The Company and the Board are considered subject matter experts in cryptocurrency, specifically as it relates to the suite and scope of services offered by the
Company.
Assumptions:
As required, the assumptions used have been documented to compile the expected cash flows and determine initial (unaudited) growth rates, discount rates, and
terminal values.
As the Cash Flow Projections/Forecasts focus on determining the free cash amounts available to the Company, whereas the DCF model is based on the value of future
earnings**, some adjustments have been made to the Board approved ash Flow Projections/Forecasts to determine the Annual Earnings.
*Earnings are considered annual profits after deducting all expenses (adjusted for depreciation and other non-cash expenses).
** Refer to the external accompanying workbook “Board Approved Woolong Corp Cash Flow Forecast”
Valuation date:
Assumed tax rate
WACC*:

01-Jun-22
38%
Base Canadian interest:
Risk premium

3.73%
17%
20.73%

* Weighted Average Cost of Capital 'WACC' is consistent with the Net Present Value 'NPV' rate used in the intangible assets Valuation Models.
Variable Expenses which reflect margins of Revenue/'Cash In' have been pro-rated as a percentage of the Year 1 forecasted total expenses and applied against the
annual Revenues accordingly. Assumed year-over-year growth rates are based on comparable entities in the same sector discounted to reflect a risk factor relevant
to start-ups.
Within the Board approved Cash Flow Projections/Forecasts, growth rates are expected to increase up to 10-30% month over month, updated quarterly. To
account for industry risk, a conservative growth rate is applied as follows (the logic for the 100% year over year 'YoY' growth rate is based on comparable industry
corporations, which as start-ups experience from 100%-1,000% growth.
YoY expected growth: 100%
Risk premium:
Applied YoY growth rate*

100%
30%
50%

Base scenario 3 – reduction by 10% to Risk Premium

*Assumed variable expense growth rate applied YoY. Variable expenses grow in line with expected revenue growth rates with the fixed portion remaining fixed and
grossed up by discount factor.
Discounted Cash Flow Valuation (based on Board of Directors approved 12-month cash flow forecasts dated May, 30 2022):
In thousands
F2022
F2023
F2024
F2025
F2026
Cash In (adjusted)
$ 2,280
$ 3,876
$ 6,589
$ 11,202
$ 19,043
Cash Out (adjusted)
$ 935
$ 1,260
$ 1,698
$ 2,289
$ 3,085
EBIT
$ 1,345
$ 2,616
$ 4,891
$ 8,913
$ 15,958
Taxes
$ 511
$ 994
$ 1,858
$ 3,387
$ 6,064
Forecasted free cash flows
$ 834
$ 1,622
$ 3,032
$ 5,526
$ 9,894
WACC:
Discount Period
Discount Factor
Discounted Cash Flows
Check

Estimated Enterprise Value

20,73%
1
83%
$ 691

2
69%
$ 1,113

3
57%
$ 1,723

4
47%
$ 2,601

5
39%
$ 3,857

Terminal Value

$ 14,768

39%
$ 5,758
$5,758

$15,000
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WOOLONG CORP WHITEPAPER

January 2001

Idea Generation

ROADMAP

Effecting change in the current user experiences facilitates the next stage in digital currency evolution and adoption.
And what better collateral to start with than a brand recognized by millions of people, WOOLONG?

May 16, 2019

October 12, 2021

Woolong BEP-20 Token Deployment

Woolong Token is inspired by three television Sci-Fi animated series: Cowboy Bebop,
Space Dandy, and Carol & Tuesday.

Incorporation

Canadian Federal
Incorporation

January 6, 2022

Licensing and Registration

Woolong Corp is registered as a Money Services Business with FINTRAC, the Canadian financial transactions reporting agency, in line with
current Canadian regulations for all businesses in the cryptocurrency space. At all times Woolong Corp operates within Canadian financial
authority compliance guidelines. FINTRAC MSB Registration #M22097690

January 7, 2022

International Trademark

April 1, 2022

Woolong Corporation holds a copyright to the Woolong logo (token image - front
and back), the registered international trademarks including Canada, the United
States, and Japan, for the token logo (W with a single vertical line) and the word
(WOOLONG) used as a digital currency. Additional international trademark

June 1, 2022

Woolong Crypto Exchange

Allowing users to buy, sell, and trade digital currencies in a
convenient and easy-to-use environment. The Exchange offers
22 Cryptocurrency pairings, operates digital currencies trading
on several blockchains, and entices adoption through reduced
fees and service costs associated with other exchanges suffering
on higher gas fee platforms.

September 20, 2022

Woolong NFT Marketplace

Live on September 20, 2022. It currently has a few artists that
have submitted their artwork and minted NFTs. The site needs
promotion to enhance other artist and buyers to engage with
the platform.

In Development

Investment Procurement, Hire Senior Executives, Establish Board
of Directors, Woolong Payment Platform, Woolong ICO Platform,
META Pay to Play Bounty Hunt Game, Coin Market Cap Listing,
Token Bridge, Token Wrapping, Marketing & Promotions, Engage
Brand Awareness Base, etc…

Woolong Community Forum

The opportunity to centralize Level 1 tech
support on the forum also provides a controlled
environment when engaging with users. The
Woolong Community Hub is live but not
exceptionally inactive. Membership will increase
once the entire Woolong Ecosystem is live, and
marketing commences.

July 22, 2022

Woolong Clothing & Accessories

Fans show their support and buy Woolong Corp branded clothing and
accessories. Several urban-styled t’s, jackets, pants, and everyday
accessories are available for men, women, and children.

October 17, 2022
Woolong Academy

The Woolong Ecosystem's heart is the desire to engage with new and
non-tech-savvy users. Blockchain is one of the most evolutionarily
technical innovations in the 21st century. Although it is commonly
associated with the payment system Bitcoin as a digital currency, more
than seven hundred applications have used the Blockchain operating
system. It is, however, surprisingly accessible for an interested
participant to learn about this technology. Once you know the basic
concepts of Blockchain, you will understand why Blockchain has
gained so much admiration worldwide.

December 01, 2022

Woolong Corp Ecosystem Merger and Acquisition Offering
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